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Hailing from a remote village in West Bengal, Ramjan started as a labourer to provide for his family. He earned mere daily wages of Rs 200 till he was discovered by a construction firm, ATS Infrastructure that trained and guided him towards perfecting his skills. His grit and dedication paved his way to getting a promotion within a year and securing first position at IndiaSkills National Competition among competitors from across the country.

Mohammed Rabith's father is a coolie, or a porter. Understandably, his household income has been scarce. Carrying the weight of uplifting his family on his shoulders, he decided to undertake skill training in tiling. As his training progressed, he started understanding the intricacies of the process, and started to fall in love with the beauty of the skill. Today, he is the finalist who will be representing India internationally. He is content with the experience and exposure that IndiaSkills has given him, and wishes to give his best, whatever the outcome may be.
The fascinating journeys of Construction sector WorldSkills participants from India

Raji hails from a small village in Telangana, where his father worked as a farmer and his mother, a home maker. Being the sole earning member of his family, Raji also helps his widowed sister financially to manage her house. After tremendous struggle, he is now working with one of the leading interior design companies in the department of plastering & drywall. His hardwork and consistency has resulted in his elevation to the post of a supervisor. Raji is the first amongst his family members to visit a foreign country.

Hailing from the southern state of Telengana, Naresh aspires to become a civil engineer. Since childhood, he always found the structure of buildings to be fascinating and grew fond of drawing sketches of various construction sights. He is a quick learner and is always eager to learn new methods and processes of his field. This WorldSkills competition, Naresh aims to win a medal and prove his metal.
22 year old engineer, Amit Yadav hails from Uttar Pradesh. Coming from a modest background, Amit never forgets to count his blessings. He always has a positive attitude which makes him an attentive and excellent learner. For him, getting the opportunity to represent India at the WorldSkills Kazan 2019 is the best thing that has happened to him so far. His goal right now is to win a medal for his country and make his family and nation proud.

The 48-member Indian Team representing the country at WorldSkills Kazan 2019 was given a grand send-off at a ceremony, organized by National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) under the aegis of Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE), to motivate the participants as they gear up to pit their skills against the best in the world. India is the sixth largest team that will take part in the competition. Team CSDCI wishes them all the best for competition ahead.
Wishes from Construction Giants to Team India for WSC 2019 Kazan

WorldSkills competitions have provided platform for skilled youth in India to benchmark their skills against the best at the world stage. Wish Team India as it gears up to participate at WorldSkills 2019 in Russia. worldskillsindia.co.in. #AbSkillsKiBari @PresidentBAI @ConstructionSSC

Kushalcreadaipunemetro @Kushalcreadaipm · Aug 8
Proud to support 48 skill champions who will represent India at WorldSkills 2019 in Kazan, Russia from 22nd to 27th Aug ’19. Their persistence and hard work reflects the passion that our young brigade possesses. All the best Team India! #AbSkillsKiBari @ConstructionSSC @NSDCINDIA

CREDAI National @CREDAINational · Jul 7
#CREDAI has been Skilling/Up-skilling construction workers & mentoring them for World Skills Competition. Md. Ramjan Momin came 1st & Md. Rabith Kunnampalli came 3rd in Bricklaying & Tiling competitions respectively at the Denmark Skill Competition. @MSDESkillIndia @NSDCINDIA
Meeting regarding Cluster Based Demand Driven Training attended by CEO, CSDCI

A discussion on cluster based demand driven training was discussed at NSDC for taking it forward. Dr Archna Singh, Mr. Nitin Jhamb and Training Advisor Mr. Jean Ebben from NSDC, Col Anand Kumar Singh, CEO, CSDCI and Mr. Nilabh Gangwar, Manager, Business Development, CSDCI participated in the discussion. The scheme is scheduled to be taken on pilot basis at Delhi-NCR cluster and Mumbai-Pune cluster.

Workshop on Skill India portal at Hyderabad

CSDCI attended a workshop on Skill India organized by NSDC at Hyderabad from 13th August 2019 to 14th August 2019 to resolve issues faced by Training Partners regarding Skill India Portal. Various TPs of all SSCs had also participated.
Happy Independence Day 2019

We are part of Making India the Skill Capital of the World.

Team CSDCI wishing the nation a very Happy Independence Day 2019.
PBSSD: Assistant Electrician assessment being conducted by Star Project on 13th August 2019 at West Bengal.

RPL- Assistant Shuttering Carpenter assessment being conducted by Demorgia Consulting Services Pvt Ltd on 14th August 2019 at Maharashtra.
ToT- Rural Mason L4 (Trainer/Assessor) program conducted at OPJCC Raigarh on 11th August 2019.

RPL- Assessment being conducted for the Assistant Mason job role by Demorgia Consulting Services Pvt Ltd on 13th August 2019 at Maharashtra.